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Figure 1: Examples of 3D pseudo-ground truth annotations produced by our method, Exemplar Fine-Tuning (EFT), for images
of people from COCO [36], MPII [5], PoseTrack [4], LSPet [23], and OCHuman [69] datasets.

Abstract

Differently from 2D image datasets such as COCO, large-
scale human datasets with 3D ground-truth annotations are
very difficult to obtain in the wild. In this paper, we ad-
dress this problem by augmenting existing 2D datasets with
high-quality 3D pose fits. Remarkably, the resulting annota-
tions are sufficient to train from scratch 3D pose regressor
networks that outperform the current state-of-the-art on in-
the-wild benchmarks such as 3DPW. Additionally, training
on our augmented data is straightforward as it does not re-
quire to mix multiple and incompatible 2D and 3D datasets
or to use complicated network architectures and training
procedures. This simplified pipeline affords additional im-
provements, including injecting extreme crop augmentations
to better reconstruct highly truncated people, and incorporat-
ing auxiliary inputs to improve 3D pose estimation accuracy.
It also reduces the dependency on 3D datasets such as H36M
that have restrictive licenses. We also use our method to
introduce new benchmarks for the study of real-world chal-
lenges such as occlusions, truncations, and rare body poses.
In order to obtain such high quality 3D pseudo-annotations,
inspired by progress in internal learning, we introduce Ex-
emplar Fine-Tuning (EFT). EFT combines the re-projection
accuracy of fitting methods like SMPLify with a 3D pose
prior implicitly captured by a pre-trained 3D pose regressor
network. We show that EFT produces 3D annotations that re-
sult in better downstream performance and are qualitatively
preferable in an extensive human-based assessment.

∗Webpage : https://github.com/facebookresearch/eft

1. Introduction

While 3D human pose estimation has progressed signifi-
cantly in the past few years, the availability of suitable train-
ing datasets is still problematic. Obtaining 3D annotations
for realistic benchmarks collected under everyday scenarios
is difficult. Thus, most of the available 3D annotations are
for datasets such as H36M [21, 20] and MPI-INF-3DHP [40],
captured mostly indoors or in laboratory conditions. In order
to improve generalization, previous approaches propose rel-
atively complicated training procedures such as adversarial
learning [26, 27] or SMPLify-in-the-loop [33] that combine
these 3D datasets with more realistic images with 2D key-
point annotations. For the same reason, using current 3D
datasets for evaluation is also not necessarily representa-
tive of performance in the real world. Finally, many recent
state-of-the-art approaches [26, 27, 33, 32] rely on SMPL
fits on the H36M dataset [21, 20] which, due to licensing
restrictions, make reproducibility problematic.

In this paper, we address these limitations by augment-
ing existing large-scale 2D datasets such as COCO [36],
MPII [5], PoseTrack [4], LSPet [23] with pseudo-ground
truth (GT) 3D annotations, as shown in fig. 1. While still
inferred from single images, the quality of thus produces an-
notations is surprisingly high. To show this, we demonstrate
that the new data (e.g., COCO with our pseudo annotations)
is sufficient to train state-of-the-art 3D pose regressor net-
works by itself, outperforming previous methods trained
on the combination of datasets with 3D and 2D ground-
truth [26, 57, 33] on challenging benchmarks such as 3DPW.
Notably, since the new dataset directly contains 3D annota-
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tions, which are unified across different benchmarks, train-
ing becomes straightforward without requiring complicated
training techniques. Our datasets and codes are publicly
available in our webpage.

Naturally, the success of our strategy depends on the
quality of the pseudo-annotations that we can generate. Prior
attempts at generating pseudo annotations for human pose
such as UP-3D [35] adopted established techniques such
as SMPLify that fit the parameters of a 3D human model
to the location of 2D keypoints, manually or automatically
annotated in images [8, 25, 46]. However, they regularize
the solution by means of a “view-agnostic” 3D pose prior,
which incurs limitations: fitting ignores the RGB images
themselves, and balancing between the 3D prior, learned
separately in laboratory conditions, and the data term (e.g.,
2D keypoint error) is difficult. In practice, we show that the
quality of the resulting fits is insufficient for our purposes.

To address these difficulties, we introduce Exemplar
Fine-Tuning (EFT), an alternative pose fitting method in-
spired by recent progress in internal learning approaches [60,
68, 15]. The idea is to start from an image-based 3D pose
regressor such as [59, 26, 33]. The pretrained regressor
implicitly embodies an informal pose prior as a function
Θ = Φw(I), sending the image I to the parameters Θ of the
3D body. This function can be interpreted as a conditional
re-parameterization of pose, where the conditioning factor
is the image I, and the new parameters are the weights w
of the underlying neural network regressor. We can then fit
2D annotations similar to SMPLify, but using this as a new
pose parameterization by fine-tuning the weights w rather
than directly optimizing Θ. While similar techniques have
been used in [59, 3, 72] to improve test-time performance,
they have not been rigorously assessed against classical opti-
mization approaches such as SMPLify, nor they have been
used to generate pseudo-labels. Our extensive quantitative
and qualitative analysis demonstrate that EFT results in high
quality fits simply by minimizing the 2D reprojection loss
without the use of an explicit 3D pose prior.

Using our 3D pseudo-annotations simplifies training 3D
pose regressors and makes it easier to incorporate addi-
tional improvements, of which we explore two. First, we
introduce extreme crop augmentation to train regressors
that work better with truncated human bodies (e.g., upper
body only) [51]. Second, we demonstrate that auxiliary in-
puts, such as color-coded segmentation maps [30, 31] or
DensePose IUV encodings [18], can further improve the 3D
human pose estimation accuracy, outperforming previous
state-of-the-art approaches [26, 57, 33, 12, 42] simply by
training on the COCO data. Compared to the previous ap-
proaches [51, 52, 66, 44], these techniques are much easier
to implement on top of our pseudo-GT dataset.

We also show that our pseudo-annotations are useful to
benchmark models, not just to train them. For this, we in-

troduce a new 3D benchmark representative of real-world
scenarios not captured by existing indoor or outdoor datasets
such as 3DPW [61]. We include: (1) COCO validation
images [36] representative of various in-the-wild scenes,
(2) LSPet [23] images for gymnastic poses, and (3) OCHu-
man [69] for severe occlusions. We use EFT to generate
pseudo-GT annotations and assess them via a large human
study conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). Fur-
thermore, we propose a new protocol for the 3DPW dataset
to assess performance when only part of the human body is
visible (truncation). Overall, the scenarios in the new 3D
benchmark complement 3DPW; furthermore, they contain a
far large number of different subjects, and thus much greater
diversity. Assessed against this difficult data, our networks
still outperform competitors.

Summarizing, our contributions are: (1) providing large
scale and high quality pseudo-GT 3D pose annotations that
are sufficient to train state-of-the-art regressors without in-
door 3D datasets; (2) running an extensive analysis of the
quality of the pseudo-annotations generated via EFT against
alternative approaches; (3) demonstrating the benefits of in-
tegrating the pseudo-annotations with extreme crop augmen-
tation and auxiliary input representations; (4) introducing
new 3D human pose benchmarks to assess regressors in less
studied real-world scenarios.

2. Related Work
Deep learning has significantly advanced 2D pose recog-

nition [10, 9, 62, 43, 65, 56], facilitating the more challeng-
ing task of 3D reconstruction [58, 59, 39, 48, 47, 44, 49, 26,
34, 64, 11, 57, 55, 13, 42, 12], which is our focus.
Single-view 3D Human Pose Estimation. Single-view 3D
pose reconstruction methods differ in how they incorporate
a 3D pose prior and in how they perform the prediction.
Fitting-based methods assume a 3D body model such as
SCAPE [6], SMPL [37], SMPL-X[46], and STAR [45], and
use an optimization algorithm to fit it to the 2D observations.
While early approaches [16, 53] required manual input, start-
ing with SMPLify [8] the process has been fully automatized,
then improved in [35] to use silhouette annotations, and even-
tually extended to multiple people [67]. A recent method
replaces the gradient descent update rule by a learned deep
network [55]. Regression-based methods, on the other hand,
predict 3D pose directly. The work of [50] uses sparse linear
regression that incorporates a tractable but somewhat weak
pose prior. Later approaches use instead deep neural net-
works, and differ mainly in the nature of their inputs and
outputs [58, 59, 39, 48, 47, 44, 49, 26, 34, 64, 11, 66, 32, 42].
Some works start from a pre-detected 2D skeleton [39, 12]
while others start from raw images [44, 26, 34, 52] or other
proxy representation (e.g., DensePose outputs) [66]. Us-
ing a 2D skeleton relies on the quality of the underlying
2D keypoint detector and discards appearance details that
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could help fitting the 3D model to the image. Using raw
images can potentially make use of this information, but
training such models from current 3D indoor datasets might
fail to generalize to unconstrained images. Hence several
papers combine 3D indoor datasets with 2D in-the-wild
ones [64, 34, 59, 49, 44, 26, 32, 57, 55]. Methods also
differ in their output, with some predicting 3D keypoints
directly [39], some predicting the parameters of a 3D hu-
man body model [26, 64], and others volumetric heatmaps
for the body joints [48] or meshes [34, 12]. Finally, hybrid
methods such as SPIN [46] or MTC [64] combine fitting and
regression approaches.
3D Reconstruction Without Paired 3D Ground-truth.
Fitting methods such as SMPLify [65] only require 2D key-
point annotations and a human body model acquired indepen-
dently on mocap data, but the output quality depends on the
initialization, which is problematic for atypical poses. These
methods can also use empirical pose priors by collecting a
large number of samples in laboratory conditions [19, 2, 46],
but those may lack realism. While most regression methods
require paired 3D ground-truth, exceptions include [26, 71]
that instead use 2D datasets and motion capture sequences
to induce an empirical 3D prior enforced by means of ad-
versarial learning [26] or by using a geometric constraint on
bone length ratios [71].
Human Pose Datasets. There are several in-the-wild
datasets with sparse 2D pose annotations, including
COCO [36], MPII [5], Leeds Sports Pose Dataset (LSP) [22,
23], PennAction [70], and Posetrack [4]. DensePose-
COCO [18] offers dense surface point annotations instead.
Annotating 3D human poses is much more challenging as
both specialized hardware and manual work are usually re-
quired. Examples include the Human3.6M dataset [21],
Human Eva [54], Panoptic Studio [24], and MPI-INF-
3DHP [41], which are hardly realistic. Two exceptions are
3DPW [61] and PedX [28] that capture 3D ground-truth
outdoors, but these are collected using specialized hardware
(IMUs [61] and LiDAR [28]) which limits data diversity.
Previous attempts at creating 3D pseudo-annotations include
UP-3D [35], using SMPLIfy, ExPose [14], using SMPLIfy-
X, and the work of Arnab et al. [7], using a multi-frame
optimization. Their use of traditional fitting methods limits
the quality and scope of the pseudo annotations, due to the
challenge in modeling generic human pose priors.

3. Exemplar Fine Tuning
We are interested in 3D reconstruction of people depicted

in images. Following [6, 37, 25, 46, 45], the human is rep-
resented by a parametric model that spans variation in both
body shapes and motions. For example, the SMPL [37]
model parameters Θ = (θ,β) comprise the pose θ ∈ R24×3,
which controls the rotations of 24 body joints, and the shape
β ∈ R10, which controls body shapes by means of 10 prin-

cipal directions of variations. The 3D locations J ∈ R24×3

of the body joints are obtained by first finding their con-
figuration at rest using the shape parameters β, and then
by applying the joint rotations Θ1 resulting in the posing
function J = M(Θ).

For reconstruction, fitting-based approaches [8, 35]
take 2D image cues such as joints, silhouettes, and part
labels, and optimizes the model parameters Θ to fit the 3D
model to the 2D cues. For example, assume that the 2D
locations ̂ ∈ R24×2 of the body joints are given. Further-
more, let π : R3 → R2 be the camera projection function,
mapping 3D points to their 2D image locations. Then, the
optimal fit is given by:

(Θ∗, π∗) = argmin
Θ,π

L2D (π (M(Θ)) , ̂) +

γLpose (Θ) + λLshape (β) , (1)

where the data term L2D is the re-projection error between re-
constructed and observed 2D keypoints. Since the viewpoint
of the image is unknown, the camera parameters π must be
optimized together with the body parameters Θ. The pose
prior term Lpose prioritizes plausible solutions, compensating
for the fact that 2D keypoints do not contain sufficient infor-
mation to infer 3D pose uniquely, and γ is a scalar to adjust
the weight of the prior term. SMPLify [8] uses multiple prior
terms including the pose prior expressed via a mixture of
Gaussians or naı̈ve thresholding, using a separate 3D motion
capture dataset [1, 2, 38] to learn the prior parameters before-
hand, as well as an angle prior to penalize unnatural bending.
Lshape is a shape prior term and λ is its weight. However, the
success in optimizing (1) depends strongly on the quality of
the heuristic used for initialization [8, 35] (e.g., a multi-stage
approach by first aligning the torso and then optimizing the
limbs together) and balancing the weights between the data
term and multiple prior terms is crucial.

In contrast, regression-based approaches predict the
model parameters Θ directly from image-based cues I such
as raw RGB values [26] and sparse [39] and dense [66] key-
points. The mapping is implemented by a neural network
Θ = Φw(I). Learning uses a number of example images
Ii with ground truth annotations for 2D keypoints ̂i, 3D
keypoints Ĵi and SMPL model parameters Θ̂i, which may
in whole or in part be available, depending on the dataset
(e.g. [21, 40] for 3D and [36, 5] for 2D annotations). Learn-
ing then optimizes the following training objective:

w∗ = argmin
w

1

N

N∑
i=1

[
L2D (π (M(Φw(Ii))) , ̂i)

+ µiL3D

(
M(Φw(Ii)), Ĵi

)
+ τiLΘ

(
Φw(Ii), Θ̂i

) ]
, (2)

1SMPL also includes a mesh component that deforms along with the
skeleton, but we ignore it here as the major loss constrains only the 3D
location J of the joints.



where µi and τi are loss-balancing coefficients which can be
set to zero for samples that do not have 3D annotations. The
camera projection π is often predicted as additional output
of the neural network Φ [26, 27, 66, 33].

During training, the regressor Φw∗(I) learns implicitly
a prior on possible human poses, conditioned on the 2D
input cues I. This is arguably stronger than the prior Lprior
used by fitting methods, which are learned separately, on
different 3D data, and, being unconditional, tend to regress to
a mean solution. On the other hand, fitting methods explicitly
minimize the 2D re-projection error L2D at test time, thus
resulting in better 2D fits than regression methods that only
minimize this term during training.

Exemplar Fine-Tuning (EFT) combines the advantages
of fitting and regression methods. The idea is to inter-
pret the network Φ as a re-parameterization Θ(w) =
(θ(w),β(w)) = Φw(I) of the model as a function of the
network parameters w. With this, we can rewrite eq. (1) as
Θ∗ = Θ(w+) where

w+ = argmin
w

L2D (π(M(Θ(w))), ̂)

+ γ‖w −w∗‖22 + λLshape (β) , (3)

The second term requires the network parameters w to be
close to the pre-trained regressor parameters w∗. The shape
regularizer Lshape = ‖β(w)‖22 favors the default SMPL
shape parameters (as in eq. (1)), but in practice its effect
is very small (λ = 0.001, see table 5).

Compared to eq. (1), we dropped the explicit pose prior
Lpose, hypothesizing that a prior is implicitly captured by the
pre-trained network, with the added advantage of accounting
for the input image I. Concretely, consider using a large
value of γ for the prior in eqs. (1) and (3). Traditional fitting
methods would then fall back to predicting the mean pose
implied by the prior Lpose, ignoring the input. In contrast, in
EFT a large value of γ falls back to the ‘best guess’ of the
pre-trained regressor network for the pose of the observed
input. Therefore, adjusting γ is much easier in EFT, and,
in supp. material, we demonstrate that EFT is not sensitive
to γ. In particular, fitting the pose prior in methods such
as SMPLify may nullify the advantage of using a better
regressor for initializing the pose. Instead, using better pose
regressors in EFT generally result in better performance (see
table 5 and supp. material). In our experiments, we employ
EFT by setting γ = 0 to produce our pseudo annotations,
using instead early stopping for regularization, starting from
w = w∗ (sec. 6.6). In practice, we use less than 100 EFT
iterations for all fits.

Note that, while eqs. (2) and (3) are optimized in a similar
manner, the goals are very different: while eq. (2) is averaged
over the training set and minimized to learn the parameters
w∗ of the model, eq. (3) is optimized on a single example
and only to find a better fit Θ∗ = Θ(w+) of the model to it.

After an individual update Θ∗ is obtained, w+ is discarded.
Implementation details. For the network Φw∗ , we use
HMR [26] pre-trained using SPIN [33]. For robustness,
we change the perspective projection model used in SPIN
back to the weak-perspective projection of HMR [26] and
fine-tune the SPIN network to work correctly with this model
(this step does not noticeably affect the performance of the
model). The input RGB image I is a crop, 224× 224, around
the 2D keypoint annotations. eq. (3) is optimized using
Adam [29] with the default PyTorch parameters and a learn-
ing rate2 of 5× 10−6, which is sufficient to cover both good
and bad initializations. We switch off batch normalization
and dropout. We iterate until the average 2D re-projection
loss is less than 3 pixels, or up to a maximum of 50 iterations
(100 for OCHuman [69] as the initial regressed pose tend to
contain larger errors). Although the input 2D keypoints are
manually annotated, they still contain non-negligible errors.
In particular, the heights of hips and the ankles are not con-
sistently annotated, causing foreshortening (examples are
shown in supp. material). To compensate, the hip locations
are ignored while optimizing eq. (3) and we add a loss term
to match the orientation of the lower leg, encouraging the
reconstruction of the orientation of the vector connecting the
knee to the ankle. We use γ = 0 in eq. (3) unless otherwise
mentioned. Finally, we discard samples as unreliable by
checking the maximum value of the SMPL shape parameters
and of the 2D keypoint loss, rejecting if these are larger than
5 and 0.01 respectively.

4. The EFT Training and Validation Datasets
The main application of EFT is augmenting existing 2D

human pose datasets with 3D pseudo-ground truth annota-
tions for downstream model training and validation (bench-
marking). We experiment with augmenting the COCO [36],
MPII [5], LSPet [23], PoseTrack [4], and OCHuman [69]
datasets. Most of these datasets come with a Train and
Val split, which we use.3 We discard samples that fail the
EFT sanity check discussed in sec. 3. For COCO-Train and
COCO-Val, we only retain samples with at least 6 keypoints
annotations. We also consider a subset of COCO-Train,
named “COCO-Part”, used by [34], which more conser-
vatively only uses instances with 12 keypoint annotations
for which all limbs are present. For COCO-Val, LSPet
and OCHuman we further carry out a manual filtering step,
described below. We use the notation [·]EFT to denote an
EFT-augmented version of a dataset and thus obtain the
[COCO-Train]EFT, [COCO-Part]EFT, [MPII]EFT, [LSP]EFT,
[PoseTrack]EFT, and [OCHuman]EFT datasets, summarized
in table 1. All datasets are publicly available in our webpage.

2This learning rate is chosen as a smaller value than the learning rate
5× 10−5 used for training 3D pose regressor.

3We make a random split for LSPet, and for OCHuman we use Val set
as training and Test set as testing data.



Dataset # Initial # Final Human Rej. Rate
Train Val

COCO-Val [36] 13K 10K 3 20.5%
LSPet [23] 8.3K 3.3K 2.2K 3 18.6%
OCHuman [69] 10K 2.6K 1.7K 3 24.1%

COCO-Train 79K 79K — 7 —
COCO-Part 28K 28K — 7 —
MPII 15K 14K — 7 —
PoseTrack-Train 29K 22K — 7 —

Table 1: Summary of EFT validation (top) and training
(bottom) datasets. The ‘Human’ and ‘Rej. Rate’ columns
show whether manual filtering is used with the rejection
rates.

Human Study and Validation. We conduct a human study
and validation on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to as-
sess the quality of the EFT fits. First, we use A/B testing to
compare EFT and SMPLify fits. To this end, we show 500
randomly-chosen images from the MPII, COCO and LSPet
datasets to human annotators in AMT and ask them whether
they prefer the EFT or the SMPLify reconstruction. Each
sample is evaluated by three different annotators, showing
the input image and two views of the 3D reconstructions,
from the same viewpoint as the image and from the side.
Examples are shown in supp. material. Our method was pre-
ferred 61.8% of the times with a majority of at least 2 votes
out of 3, and obtained 59.6% favorable votes by considering
the 1500 votes independently. We found that in many cases
the perceptual difference between SMPLify and EFT is sub-
tle, but SMPLify suffers more from bad initialization due to
occlusions and challenging body poses.

We further conduct a full human assessment of COCO-
Val, LSPet and OCHuman to validate the annotations before
using them for benchmarking purposes. To this end, we show
each sample to three annotators at random, asking whether
the estimated 3D annotation accurately describes the pose
of the target subject in the scene or not. Conservatively, we
accept a sample only if all three annotators agree to accept it.
The final number of samples and rejection rates are shown in
table 1. The rejection rates (≈ 20%) are relatively high due
to the strict selection criteria (the rate would be only ≈ 4%
if were to accept samples with only two ‘accept’ votes).
Truncated 3DPW Dataset. In order to assess the robustness
of algorithms to people only partially visible due to view
truncation (a very common case in applications as similarly
addressed in [51]), we also propose a new protocol for the
3DPW dataset using a pre-defined set of aggressive image
crops (see fig. 2). As shown in fig. 2 (d), crops are generated
by computing bounding boxes in between the full bounding
box (level 7) of a person and a much smaller bounding box
containing only his/her face (level 0) whose 2D locations is
computed by projecting the SMPL fits on images. For each

(a) RGB (b) DensePose IUV (c) Segmentation (d) Boxes

Figure 2: (a) An example RGB image, and auxiliary inputs
from (b) DensePose [18] and (c) color-coded segmentation
maps [63, 30] (c). (d) Pre-computing different levels of
bounding boxes for crop augmentation and robustness test
on truncated body. The yellow boxes (levels 1,2, and 4) are
used for evaluation in table 4.

human instance, we generate eight intermediate bounding
boxes in this manner (levels 0 to 7).

5. Training Pose Regressors with EFT datasets
Our EFT datasets allow us to train 3D pose regressors

from scratch using a simple and clean pipeline. Specifically,
we train the HMR model [26] (without the discriminator)
using the same hyper parameters as used in SPIN [33]. A
key advantage in using the pseudo-GT annotations is that
the training pipeline becomes straightforward, providing op-
portunities to apply additional techniques to improve perfor-
mance. We explore two such techniques: applying extreme
crop augmentation and inputting auxiliary inputs.
Augmentation by extreme cropping. A shortcoming of
previous 3D pose estimation methods is that it is assumed
that most of the human body is visible in the input im-
age [66, 17, 26, 33]. However, humans captured in real-
world videos are often truncated, so that only the upper body
or even just the face is visible, dramatically increasing the
ambiguity of pose reconstruction. In order to train models
that are more robust to truncation, we propose to augment
the training data with extreme cropping. While the same
challenge has been recently addressed by [51], our approach
is more straightforward because we already have full 3D
annotations — we only need to randomly crop the training
images. In practice, we generate random crops in the same
way as described in sec. 4 for the Truncated 3DPW dataset.
During the training, we trigger crop augmentation with 30%
chance, randomly choosing a truncated bounding box among
the pre-computed ones shown in fig. 2 (d).
Auxiliary Input for 3D Pose Regressor. Recent methods
demonstrate that other types of input encoding such as Dense-
Pose or body part segmentation can improve 3D pose regres-
sors [18, 66, 52, 3]. Training with such auxiliary inputs is
also straightforward in our pipeline. To show this, we train a
pose regressor by concatenating the standard RGB input with
an additional input encoding. We test color-coded segmenta-
tion maps [30, 31] and DensePose map, by pre-computing
these representations for all images in the datasets using



Detectron2 [63], as shown in fig. 2 (b,c). To accept 6 chan-
nel inputs (RGB concatenated with a color-coded auxiliary
input), we modify the first layer of HMR (i.e. the first layer
of ResNet50) by duplicating the initial weights.

6. Results

Our key result is showing that the quality of the EFT-
generated pseudo GT is sufficient to train from scratch state-
of-the-art 3D pose regressors, outperforming previous meth-
ods (sec. 6.2 and 6.3) in the in-the-wild benchmark. We also
use EFT to generate benchmark representative of difficult
scenarios of practical importance and run a large compari-
son of state-of-the-art regressors using it (sec. 6.4 and 6.4).
Finally, we use EFT as a post-processing step with off-the-
shelf regressors (sec. 6.5), and provide additional analysis in
(sec. 6.6).

6.1. Datasets

In addition to the EFT datasets of sec. 4, we also test the
datasets with ground-truth 3D pose annotations, including
H36M [21, 20], MPI-INF-3DHP [40], collected in laboratory
conditions. For these datasets, we use the existing SMPL
fittings on H36M [26] and MPI-INF-3DHP [26, 33]. We use
the 3DPW test set [61] as the major target benchmark that is
captured outdoor and comes with 3D ground truth obtained
by using IMUs and cameras.

6.2. EFT Datasets for Learning Models

In sec. 4 we have assessed the EFT-augmented datasets
via a human study. We now assess them based on how well
they work when used to train pose regressors from scratch4.
To this end, we follow the procedure described in sec. 5 and
train the HMR model using the EFT datasets in isolation as
well as in combination with other 3D datasets such as H36M.
In all cases, we use as single training loss the prediction
error against 3D annotations (actual or pseudo), with a major
simplification compared to approaches that mix, and thus
need to balance, 2D and 3D supervision.

The results are summarized in table 2. The table (bot-
tom) evaluates the regressor trained from scratch using
straight 3D supervision on standard 3D datasets (H36M,
MPI-INF-3DHP, 3DPW), the EFT-lifted datasets [MPII]EFT,
[LSP]EFT, [COCO-Part]EFT and [COCO-Train]EFT, as well
as various combinations. Following [26, 33], performance
is measured in terms of reconstruction errors (PA-MPJPE)
in mm after rigid alignment on two public benchmarks:
3DPW and H3.6M5. The models trained with indoor 3D
pose datasets (H36M and MPI-INF-3DHP) perform poorly
on the 3DPW dataset, which is collected outdoors. By

4ResNet50 of HMR is initialized with ImageNet pretrained weights.
5See the supp. material for the result on the MPI-INF-3DHP benchmark.

Previous method 3DPW ↓ H36M ↓

HMR [26] 81.3 56.8
DSD [57] 75.0 44.3
SPIN [33] 59.2 41.1
I2L [42] 57.7 41.1
Pose2Mesh [12] 58.3 46.3
ExPose [13] (by SMPLify-X fits) 60.7 —
Song et al. [55] (w/ 2D keypoints) 55.9 56.4
VIBE (temporal) [32] 56.5 41.5

Direct 3D supervision, 3D pseudo-ground truth from EFT

H36M 146.2 53.3
MPI-INF-3DHP (MI) 127.8 110.6
3DPW-Train 91.0 131.4

[LSP]EFT 84.9 87.3
[MPII]EFT 69.1 78.9
[PoseTrack]EFT 72.6 88.6
[COCO-Part]EFT 59.0 66.9
[COCO-Train]EFT 57.5 64.2
[COCO-Train]EFT + [PoseTrack]EFT 56.5 63.5
[COCO-Part]EFT + H36M 57.8 45.0
[COCO-Train]EFT + H36M 55.5 46.2
[COCO-Train]EFT + H36M + MI 54.7 44.9
[COCO-Train]EFT + H36M + MI + 3DPW-T 51.6 44.0

[Co-Tr+PT+LSP]caEFT + H36M + MI 53.6 45.6
[Co-Tr+PT+LSP+OC]caEFT + H36M + MI 54.6 45.4

[COCO-Part]SPIN [33] 70.9 78.2
[COCO-Part]SMPLify 72.7 81.0

[COCO-Part]EFT w/ Densepose 57.2 64.0
[COCO-Train]EFT w/ Densepose 56.1 64.7

Table 2: Quantitative evaluation on 3DPW (PA-MPJPE)
and H36M (protocol-2 using frontal view, PA-MPJPE)
in mm. Top: previous methods. Bottom: training using
straight 3D supervision with actual and pseudo 3D anno-
tations. We also compare generating pseudo-ground truth
annotations using EFT, SPIN [33], and SMPLify [8, 13].
We report in bold regression results that are better than the
previously-reported state of the art (SPIN) that is based on
the same network architecture.

comparison, training exclusively on the EFT datasets per-
forms much better. Notably, the model trained only on
[COCO-Part]EFT is already comparable to the previous state-
of-the art method, SPIN [34], on this benchmark. Com-
bining multiple training datasets improves performance
further; the model trained with [COCO-Train]EFT outper-
forms SPIN achieving (57.5 mm) and the model trained
with [COCO-Train]EFT + [PoseTrack]EFT is comparable to
VIBE [32] that is the previous best method using a video
input (using temporal cues). Combining both EFT datasets
and 3D datasets shows even better results with the result
(54.7 mm) achieved by the [COCO-Train]EFT + H36M +
MPI-INF-3DHP combination, and the best one (51.6 mm)
by including the 3DPW training data.

We also compare EFT to SMPLify [8] for generating the



Methods OCHuman ↓ LSP ↓

SPIN [33] 104.1 —

H36M 165.4 201.8
MPI-INF-3DHP (MI) 158.1 190.2
3DPW (Train) 141.7 182.4

[LSP]E 129.7 105.7
[MPII]E 113.3 127.0
[PT]E 124.8 154.7
[CO-Pa]E 104.8 108.9
[CO-Tr]E 104.0 103.9
[CO-Pa]E + H36m 103.2 106.1
[CO-Tr]E + H36m + MI + [PT]E 103.1 99.9
[CO-Tr]E + H36m + MI + [PT]E + [LSP]E 103.9 79.4
[CO-Tr]E + H36m + MI + [PT]E + [LSP]E + [OCH]E 92.7 77.6

Table 3: Quantitative evaluation on OCHuman and LSP
datasets with our pseudo annotations, in PA-MPJPE er-
rors (mm).

Training DBs crop lev.1 lev.2 lev.4 orig.

HMR [26] 153.6 122.2 82.0 81.3
Rockwell et al. [51] 133.2 106.1 78.0 71.9
SPIN [33] 184.3 198.8 79.4 59.2
VIBE [33] 150.5 158.9 75.1 56.5

[CO-P]E 168.7 145.0 69.7 59.0
[CO-T]E 113.5 97.4 66.3 57.5
[CO-T]E + [PT]E 118.0 100.1 68.3 56.5
[CO-P]caE 89.4 76.3 64.4 61.5
[CO-T]caE 91.5 76.4 63.4 59.2
[CO-T]caE + [PT]caE 88.5 75.9 63.4 59.3
[CO+PT+LSP]caE + H36m + MI 89.1 74.8 59.6 53.6
[CO+PT+LSP+OC]caE + H36m + MI 84.5 72.9 60.3 54.6

Table 4: Effect of crop-augmentation on 3DPW (PA-
MPJPE in mm) with different level of truncated inputs.

pseudo-annotations. In [COCO-Part]SMPLify we use the SM-
PLify output to post-process the output of the fully trained
SPIN model, and in [COCO-Part]SPIN we use the fitting out-
puts that SPIN generates during learning [33], which are
publicly available. We include the result of ExPose [13] in ta-
ble 2 that similarly built a pseudo-gt dataset using SMPLify-
X with a manual filtering process by human annotators. As
shown, the models trained on the EFT datasets perform better
than the ones trained on the SMPLify-based ones, suggesting
that the quality of the pseudo GT generated by EFT is better.

This result shows the significance of the indoor-outdoor
domain gap and highlights the importance of developing
in-the-wild 3D datasets, as these are usually closer to appli-
cations, thus motivating our approach. As it might be ex-
pected, networks trained exclusively on indoor dataset with
GT 3D annotations (H36M, MPI-INF-3DHP, and 3DPW-
train) show poor performance on 3DPW. Similarly, the net-
works exclusively trained on the the EFT-based datasets,
which are ‘in the wild’, are not as good when tested on
H36M. However, the error decreases markedly once the
networks are also trained using the H36M data (H36M,

[COCO-Part]EFT+H36M, and [COCO-Train]EFT + H36M
+MPI-INF-3DHP).

6.3. Learning Models with Auxiliary Inputs

Next, we test the performance of models trained
with RGB and auxiliary inputs. In table 2 bottom,
[COCO-Part]EFT w/ DensePose and [COCO-Train]EFT w/
DensePose show results obtained by using the concatenation
of RGB and DensePose IUV map as input. These addi-
tional inputs improve the accuracy on in-the-wild scenes,
previously shown by [52]. In particular, the models trained
with [COCO-Train]EFT only outperform the state-of-the-art
video-based regressor VIBE (56.1 vs 56.5 mm). In the
sup. mat. we show that, instead, the segmentation encodings
do not noticeably improve performance.

6.4. New 3D Human Pose Benchmarks

EFT Datasets. We evaluate the performance of various
models on our new benchmark datasets with pseudo GT,
OCHuman [69] and LSPet [23]. These datasets have chal-
lenging body poses, camera viewpoints, and occlusions. We
found that most models trained on other datasets are strug-
gling in these benchmarks, showing more than 100 mm er-
rors, as shown in table 3. The models trained with pseudo an-
notations on similar data (training sets of LSPet and OCHu-
man) show better performance (less than 100 mm).

Testing with Truncated Input on 3DPW. We use the pro-
tocol defined in sec. 4 on 3DPW to assess performance on
truncated body inputs. Among 8 different bounding box lev-
els, we consider levels 1,2,4 that are shown in yellow in fig. 2
(Right). We use PA-MPJPE as in the original benchmark test.
The result is shown in table 4, where [·]caE are the datasets
where we apply crop augmentations. For comparison, we
include a recent work of Rockwell et al. [51] that is trained
to handle similar partial view scenes.

While HMR, SPIN, VIBE, and our network trained with
[COCO-Part]EFT without crop augmentation work poorly,
we found that our models trained with [COCO-Train]EFT
show better performance even without crop augmentation,
even outperforming the work of Rockwell et al. [51]. This
is because [COCO-Train]EFT already includes many such
samples with severe occlusions. Note that [COCO-Train]EFT
includes all samples with 6 or more valid 2D keypoint anno-
tations. Our models trained with crop augmentation show
much better performance even for scenes with extreme trun-
cation (crop level 1 and 2). Note that crop augmentation does
not degrade the performance of our models in the original
3DPW benchmark, as shown in table 2.

6.5. EFT as A Post-processing Method

EFT can also be be used as a drop-in post-processing
step on top of any given pose regressor Φ to improve its
test-time performance. We compare EFT post-processing



Datasets SMPLify EFTNo post M+D+P D+P D γ = 0 γ, λ = 0

H36M 146.2 141.9 139.6 152.5 108.3 108.2
[LSP]E 84.9 77.6 69.7 75.4 69.4 69.4
[MPII]E 69.1 68.0 64.6 67.3 63.4 63.4
CO+H3+M 54.7 61.5 56.7 57.2 53.4 53.4
CO+H3+M+W 51.6 60.2 54.1 52.0 50.4 50.4

Table 5: Quantitative evaluation on 3DPW by using SM-
PLify and EFT as post-processing, in PA-MPJPE errors
(mm). The second column shows the errors after direct re-
gressions, and the next columns show the post-processing
results. In SMPLify, M, D, P stand for multi-stage approach,
data-term, and prior term respectively. The last column in
EFT is the results without using shape regularization term in
(λ = 0 in Equation (3)). The numbers in blue indicate the
cases in which post-processing improves over the original
predictions, and the red color indicates loss in performance.
‘CO+H3+M+W’ stands for ‘[COCO-Train]EFT + H36m + MI
+ 3DPW-T’.

against performing the same refinement using a traditional
fitting method such as SMPLify, starting from the same
regressor for initialization. In this experiment, we use the
‘gold-standard setting’ for each algorithm: for EFT, this is
the same setup as in the other experiments, and for SMPLify,
we use the best hyper-parameter setting determined in SPIN.
See supp. mat. for details. In the sup. mat. we also report
results when the settings are exactly the same, except for the
fitting method, and arrive to analogous conclusions.

In table 5 we carry out a quantitative evaluation on the
3DPW dataset. For initialization, we use various regressors
Φ pre-trained on a number of different datasets, providing
different initialization states. We then use EFT and SMPLify
post-processing to fit the same set of 2D keypoint annota-
tions, obtained automatically by means of the OpenPose
detector [9]. For SMPLify, we performed an ablation study
by turning off multi-stage trick (M) and prior terms (P), com-
pared to the standard setting (M+D+P) used in SPIN and the
original SMPLify literature [8]. Similarly, we tested EFT
performance without shape regularizer (i.e., λ = 0). The
key observation is that the performance of SMPLify post-
processing depends on the initialization quality, the use of
their multi-stage trick, and balancing between data and prior
terms. Specifically, if the initialization is already good, as in
the last row of table 5, SMPLify degrades the performance,
particularly when the pose prior is used. This illustrates the
difficulty in balancing data and prior terms, which may be
difficult to do in practice. In contrast, EFT does not suffer
from such issues, improving the accuracy in all cases, re-
gardless of the quality of the initialization. This is also true
when the shape regularizer is removed entirely.

6.6. Overfitting Analysis of EFT

As we do not use any explicit pose prior terms in our EFT
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Figure 3: Test error (PA-MPJPE) on 3DPW with the overfit-
ted regressors by EFT on 500 different samples, for 20 (left)
and 100 (right) iterations.

optimization (γ = 0 in eq. (3)), by overfitting to a single
sample EFT could ‘break’ the implicit pose prior originally
captured in the regressor, potentially causing the results drift-
ing away from the true poses in the later EFT iterations.
To test this, we can check the generalization capabilities of
the overfitted pose regressor from EFT procedure on each
single sample, by evaluating the accuracy of the overfitted
regressor on the entirety of the 3DPW test set. We repeat
this test for 500 different samples by using 20 and 100 EFT
iterations respectively and report the results in fig. 3. The
performance of SPIN [33] (blue line) and HMR [26] (cyan
line) are also shown for comparison. As can be noted, the
overfitted regressors still perform very well overall, sug-
gesting that the network retains its good properties despite
EFT. In particular, the performance is at least as good as
the HMR baseline [26], and occasionally the overall perfor-
mance improves after overfitting a single sample. The effect
is different for different samples — via inspection, we found
that samples that are more likely to ‘disrupt’ the regressor
contain significant occlusions or annotation errors. Note that
the overfitted network is discarded after applying EFT on a
single example — this analysis is only meant to illustrate the
effect of fine-tuning.

6.7. Qualitative Evaluation on Internet Videos

We demonstrate the performance of our 3D pose regressor
models trained using our EFT datasets on various challeng-
ing real-wold Internet videos, containing cropping, blur, fast
motion, multiple people, and other challenging effects. Ex-
ample results are shown in the supp. videos.

7. Discussion
We provide, via EFT, large-scale and high-quality pseudo-

GT 3D pose annotations that are sufficient to train state-of-
the art regressors. We expect out ‘EFT datasets’ to be of
particular interest to the research community, stripping the
training of 3D pose regressors from complicated prepro-
cessing or balancing techniques. Our 3D annotations on
the popular 2D datasets such as COCO can also provide
more opportunities to relate 3D human pose estimation with
other computer vision tasks such as object detection and
human-object interaction.
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